The two scenes that follow together total 103 lines, and as Burmeister here tells us explicitly, they are entirely his own composition. Let's look at the first.
1
Scene 1, a monologue, belongs after scene I.ii (to become I.iii, thus closing act I) and offers little more than broad comic relief. It is spoken by the Israelite spy or scout (speculator) named Shaphat who appears in acts II and III, and its theme and catchwords are fur (thief) and furari (steal). As it unfolds, we gradually realize that the monologue is in fact his defense speech for having stolen a horse in his past life.4 Among other points of interest, the speech features two major showpieces. In the first, Shaphat argues that while stealing is universal (8-22), punishments for stealing are unequal: 'If certain types of people steal -well, they get away with it. But if your average man on the street gets accused of stealing, there's just no hiding it: he's going to hang ' (21-44) . Using a pun, he begins by explaining that the difference lies in whether the stealing gets covered up (occulta) or becomes public knowledge (oculata) (24). He then introduces a riddle before swiftly moving to explain it (24-42, pp. 53-4; emphasis added):
